CICA International
&
University of Public and Individual Security “Apeiron”
in Krakow, Poland
cordially invite you for the scientific conference

LXIII CICA – XVII SECURITY FORUM
KRAKOW
26–17 May 2021

The conference will come in an in-person event*
* with a possible change to a hybrid form – depending on a current
situation.
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We invite to the conference
 scholars and experts studying security
 officers and employees of institutions and services ensuring civic security
 students and PhD candidates

Proposed topics
 Europe’s chances, challenges, risks and threats during the changing sociopolitical reality
 security and defence policy in EU and NATO activities
 international alliances and conflicts
 migration crisis
 national and international aspects of state security
 personal security, a wide range of human security
 security culture: personal and group aspects of negative cooperation

Erasmus+ International Days
Also on 26-27 May 2022, at the same venue, Erasmus+ International Days at
University of Public and Individual Security “Apeiron” in Krakow will take place.
We heartily invite participants to take part in discussion panel dedicated to
Erasmus+ programme. We will present actual goals of Erasmus+ and information
about digital transformation. There will be also a presentation of WSBPI “Apeiron”
student who is participating in study mobility. The Erasmus+ Info Point will also
be held, at which participants will be able to learn more about the programme.
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Participation terms
The conference fee will be announced next week together with an application
form.
Bank details for payments will be given in the application form.
Presentations may be given in Polish or English. The participants are asked to
prepare concise digital presentations in English – this is an obligatory
requirement.

The deadline for registration and submitting abstracts is
30 April 2022.

***

Conference proceedings
Book of abstracts
We plan to publish a book of abstracts after the conference. Hence submitting
of an abstract in English is obligatory and necessary to participate the
conference. Title of the conference speech will be displayed in the conference
participation certificate. Abstracts must be from 100 to 200 words in length and
be structured according to template below:
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ABSTRACT
Background: [Here you describe the main problem that made you write
the article.] Objectives: [Here you give the hypothesis on how to solve the
problem.] Methods: [Here you introduce research tools used to solve
the problem.] Results: [Here you present your findings concerning the
problem.] Conclusions: [Here you show how useful your results are for
solving the problem.]

Articles
After the conference, submitted proceedings articles in English that receive
positive reviews will be published. More details regarding conference
proceedings will be sent in the next announcement on 30th March 2022.

Important dates
30 April 2022 – deadline for application forms and abstracts
9 May 2022 – I deadline for conference fees
16 May 2022 – II (last) deadline for conference fees
26-27 May 2022 – Conference

Conference Organisation Committee Office – contact
Gabriela Kołodziej: +48 535 082 201
Anna Seweryn: +48 534 082 589
conference e-mail: cracowsecurity@apeiron.edu.pl
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